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Abstract

In this paper I study life-cycle fertility patterns and the cross sectional distribution of births in the U.S. I focus my attention on the fact that more educated individuals have fewer children and have them later in life than their less educated counterparts.

To understand the data, I propose a theory in which a standard model of fertility is embedded into a realistic life-cycle, consumption-savings framework with imperfect capital markets and stochastic fertility. My approach then tries to assess whether standard theories of fertility can accommodate cross-sectional and life-cycle variation in the data.

I show that fertility risk has a first order effect on the level and the timing of births. By fertility risk I mean both: (i) early in life, women with different educational attainments have different levels of success when carrying out childbearing plans and (ii) biological constraints affect fertility decisions later in life. I estimate the extent of these risks using individual data on abortions and unplanned pregnancies.

From the exercise, I conclude that standard theories used in macroeconomics to understand the time-series dimension of the data (e.g., the demographic transition) don’t impose enough structure to account for cross-sectional variation nor life-cycle fertility facts. Thus, my model reassesses the usefulness of such theories and extends them by introducing imperfect control of stochastic fertility.
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1 Introduction

In this paper I study life-cycle fertility patterns and the cross sectional distribution of births in the U.S. during the mid 1990s. Using data from the National Survey of Family Growth for the year 1995 (NSFG95), I document two features of recent fertility trends: more educated females (those with at least some college education) have less children and they start childbearing later in life than their less educated counterparts (females with at most a high school diploma).

My approach to understand the facts is as follows. I embed a standard economic model of fertility (the allocation of mother’s time variety, as used most recently by Greenwood, Seshadri, and Vandenbroucke (2005) and Galor and Weil (1996), among others) into a rich life-cycle, consumption-savings framework, where agents change marital status, are subject to idiosyncratic mortality and earnings risk and make fertility choices that produce births stochastically. The basis of this structure is in Hong and Ríos-Rull (2007) and in Hong (2006)\(^1\). The proposed model accounts for (potential) different sources of heterogeneity in fertility across educational groups: differences in life-cycle wage profiles, marriage market conditions and the ability to control stochastic fertility.

Results from the quantitative exercise show that differential fertility risk has a first order effect on both the timing and the different number of births across educational groups.

Here, fertility risk has a dual meaning: earlier in life, it represents the fact that there exist failure when using contraceptive technologies and pregnancies may occur sooner than expected or when they were not wanted at all; later in life, fertility risk acquires a different connotation, since females who postpone childbearing find themselves dealing with biological constraints to conceive. I measure fertility risk by estimating my model using individual data from the NSFG95 on pregnancies, abortions and intentions on conceptions (whether pregnancies were planned or not).

These results show that standard fertility theories cannot explain cross-sectional facts and that relying on price effects alone (i.e., substitution effects in the demand for children) is not sufficient to produce negative skill-fertility relationships when we take the life-cycle into consideration.

I use the ”time allocation of the mother” theory as my fertility model. This theory was first developed by Mincer (1963) and Becker (1965) and states that other things being equal, higher wages induce women to choose a lower number of births since child-rearing is mostly time intensive: hence, the opportunity cost of having a bigger family is higher for those females with

\(^1\)The main difference with those papers is that I depart from general equilibrium considerations due to computational burden of my exercise
higher wages.\footnote{Jones, Schoonbroodt, and Tertilt (2008) analyze this model and show (under some particular specifications of the model) that the elasticity of substitution between consumption and children in the utility function is key in obtaining a negative income-fertility relationship.}

However, when one extends this base model to incorporate uninsurable earnings risk, transitions through different marital states and dynamic (period by period) \textit{perfect} fertility choice, the logic above loses strength for two reasons: First, the ability to save allows individuals with high skill/luck to accumulate assets more rapidly and reach a stage when substitution effects cease to be predominant. Thus, they might decide to have additional children. Following this reasoning, the model could (potentially) generate a positive skill-fertility relationship, if, for example, all individuals chose to defer childbearing to the end of their fertile life: more skilled/lucky workers would end up with higher savings and choosing a higher number of children. Second, marriage plays a similar role as savings, in the sense that labor earnings from a partner also alleviate the opportunity cost of children. If there is positive assortative matching in the marriage market, then high skill females marry high skill males who earn high wages and those couples might end up having more children than low skill couples/women.

Allowing for fertility risk in the model helps in matching the facts. It also helps in maintaining the time allocation of the mother theory as a viable model. By introducing increasing risk of infertility later in life, females in the model rarely choose to start their childbearing very late (or postpone it to the last available periods). Thus, chances of increased childbearing due to overaccumulation of assets decrease. Conversely, differential ability in controlling conceptions produces endogenously higher birth rates earlier in life for the group with lower ability (the group has lower ability and lower incentives to prevent births), producing the negative skill-fertility relationship.

My approach borrows insights from the empirical microeconomic literature that studies life-cycle fertility.\footnote{See Hotz, Klerman, and Willis (1997) for a survey} From that literature, my paper relates to Wolpin (1984) and Hotz and Miller (1993) who acknowledge the importance of the stochastic nature of fertility. Wolpin analyzes how child mortality risk shapes fertility choices using Malaysian data; Hotz and Miller estimate birth control method choices by females in a life-cycle framework. However, my approach differs starkly in terms of assumptions regarding capital markets and preference heterogeneity (this is true for the whole literature and not just the specific papers mentioned above): I assume imperfect capital markets in the sense that agents can save but not borrow against their future earnings; also, I impose the same preferences for all agents, downplaying the role of unobserved heterogeneity in utility.
This paper relates the most to Rosenzweig and Schultz (1989) and Conesa (2000). The first paper provides evidence that more educated individuals are more efficient using different birth control methods, which is the main mechanism through which I obtain a negative skill-fertility relationship. However, Rosenzweig and Schultz (1989) restrict their attention to all-white couples in intact first marriages, which might produce sample bias in their regression estimates. Also, they analyze a time period (late 1960s and early 1970s) when policies regarding birth control were different to the ones in the period I analyze: the pill was still not massively adopted by single females and abortion was not readily available to everyone. On the other hand, Conesa (2000) studies fertility and educational attainment in the U.S. and develops a general equilibrium overlapping generations model in which agents choose whether to conceive period by period and how much to consume and save. The main difference between my paper and Conesa (2000) is that he assumes fertility risk when couples are seeking a birth (in the form of a constant probability of getting pregnant if one chooses to) but perfect control when they don’t want a pregnancy.

The structure of the paper is as follows: In the next section I describe my data sources and the main stylized facts I want to explain. In section 3, I pose a simple static model in which I show where standard theories of fertility might fail when moved to a life-cycle setting. In section 4, I describe my model. Sections 5 and 6 describe the functional forms used in the model and the specific estimation method to obtain model parameters. I show the estimation results and some quantitative experiments in section 7. The final section concludes.

2 The Facts

I use information from the National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG) to put forward a set of facts on U.S. fertility. The NSFG is compiled by the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) and gathers information on family life, fertility, use of birth control and other health related questions. I use the survey for the year 1995, which comprises around ten thousand women between the ages of 15 and 44.

For every survey participant, the NSFG collects retrospective information on usage of birth control methods, on a monthly basis for up to 5 years. Participants also answer questions on wantedness and timing of births and pregnancy outcomes for all pregnancies conceived during that 5 year period. The survey also contains information on educational attainment, marital status and other background information.

I present age specific fertility rates in figure 1 and age specific abortion rates in figure 2.

Both graphs present information on pregnancies occurring between 1994 and 1995, for each
particular education-age group, i.e., I’m focusing on the cross-sectional dimension of the data and ignoring cohort effects. Age specific fertility rates are defined by the ratio between the number of pregnancies in the specific education-age group and the total number of women in that group. Abortion rates are the number of abortions divided by the total number of women in each group. I divide groups according to educational attainment as follows: High School (those without any post-secondary education) and College (those with at least some post-secondary education). In both figures, I show smoothed statistics (moving averages of 3 years).

The following is a list of stylized facts from the data:

1. The education fertility gap: the high school group has a total fertility rate (TFR)\(^5\) of 2.2, while for the college group, it is 1.5.

2. Timing of births: high school females start having children earlier than their college counterparts. According to figure 1, the age with the highest fertility rate is 25 for the High school group and 28 for the college one.\(^6\)

3. Failure in fertility plans: the number of aborted pregnancies is higher for the high school

---

\(^4\)I also ignore data for women below 18 and above 40 years of age

\(^5\)Total fertility rates are the sum of of the age specific fertility rates and represent a cross-sectional measure of aggregate fertility

\(^6\)A similar statistic is average age of first birth (22.7 and 26.2 for high school and college respectively), but these numbers are heavily influenced by older cohorts of females in the sample.
Figure 2: Age-specific abortion rates by education of the mother (NSFG 1995)

The abortion rate for high school educated females is approximately 18 per 1000 women, while the number for college educated females is 11.

All but the last fact have been well documented in recent economic literature. Since income of more educated individuals is higher, fact 1 above can be restated as the well known negative income-fertility relationship.\(^7\) The differential timing of births is documented and studied by Caucutt, Gunner, and Knowles (2002), who argue that returns to experience as well as marriage markets play an important role in explaining delay in childbirth.

The last fact shows that failure rates are more acute for the high school group. In terms of accuracy of this data, Fu, Darroch, Henshaw, and Kolb (1998) claim that the introduction of computer assisted interviews in the NSFG for the year 1995 helped in reducing underreporting of abortions and unplanned pregnancies. Nevertheless, their study shows (by comparing implied abortion rates from the NSFG to data from abortion providers in the U.S.) that non reported abortion cases are still present and are higher for lower income groups (the high school group). Hence, differences in failure rates by educational groups are likely to be more pronounced if I were to have access to all data.

\(^7\)This observation goes back to Becker (1960). Jones and Tertilt (2008) study Census data and find that this negative relationship is robust across time and different definitions of income.
3 Example: A Static Model

The example below is useful to understand the basic features of standard economic theories of fertility. I also show how a static model of fertility can be modified to account for stochastic fertility outcomes and a dynamic setting (period by period choices). This example then shows where the standard time allocation theory might fail when faced with life-cycle considerations and why fertility risk is a natural solution.

Suppose that individuals derive utility from consumption $c$ and the number of children $k$ in the household. I assume separability in the utility from both elements and log-preferences. Agents have one unit of time which can be sold in the market at rate $w$ and also have access to some non-labor income $a$. If there are children in the household, agents must spend a fraction $b(k) \in (0, 1)$ of their time taking care of them. This function is increasing in $k$. I ignore good-costs of children to keep the analysis simple. I model fertility choices in a two stage setting. In the first stage agents choose whether to increase the size of their household. During the second stage, agents choose optimal consumption.

In the second stage, agents solve the following problem, given the stock of children $k$ (chosen during the previous stage)

\[
V(a, w, k) = \max_c \log(c) + \gamma \log(k) \\
\text{s.t.} \\
c + wb(k) = a + w \\
\Rightarrow V(a, w, k) = \log [a + w(1 - b(k))] + \gamma \log(k)
\]

Besides being increasing, I assume that for any $k_1 > k_0$, $b(k)$ (time cost of children) satisfies the following

1. $V(0, w, k_0) > V(0, w, k_1)$
2. $\frac{1 - b(k_0)}{1 - b(k_1)} > \frac{a + w(1 - b(k_0))}{a + w(1 - b(k_1))}$

Assumption 1 states that if non-labor income is zero, the status quo in terms of family size is always preferred. The second assumption is a restriction on the way $b(k)$ affects the budget constraint of the household in terms of resources and time. Both assumptions are restrictive but provide unambiguous results in the examples below. Once we depart from these assumptions, however, answers must come from a quantitative exercise.
**Deterministic Fertility Choice:** In the first stage, and given a startup number of kids \( k_0 \), the fertility problem is simply

\[
v^f = \max \{ V(a, w, k_0), V(a, w, k_1) \}
\]

with \( k_1 > k_0 \). The two lemmas below show that the optimal policy function for kids is a step function, that jumps from \( k_0 \) (low fertility) to \( k_1 \) (high fertility) depending on both wages and non-labor income.

**Lemma 3.1** There exists a unique \( w^*(a, k_0) \) such that \( V(a, w^*, k_0) = V(a, w^*, k_1) \)

**Proof** In the Appendix. ■

**Lemma 3.2** There exists a unique \( a^*(w, k_0) \) such that \( V(a^*, w, k_0) = V(a^*, w, k_1) \)

**Proof** In the Appendix. ■

The first lemma says that below some threshold wage \( w^* \), the optimal choice is to have high fertility \( k_1 \). This is the standard negative income-fertility result. On the other hand, lemma 3.2 shows an opposing, "nesting effect": above some threshold \( a^* \) of non-labor income, individuals would choose higher fertility. Note that in a life-cycle setting, non-labor income can be thought of as savings from previous periods. Hence, the final income-fertility relationship cannot be derived as straightforward as in the static case. This is true in general, when non-labor income and labor earnings are positively correlated.

I will use a similar structure for the full quantitative exercise below. However, this basic framework is not suited to account for heterogeneity in fertility across individuals with the same wage or level of non-labor income. Below I introduce stochastic fertility and imperfect control and show how this extension provides a natural framework to understand the facts.

**Stochastic Fertility Choice:** Now, assume that individuals must exert contraceptive effort \( x \) in order to influence the probability of no-conception \( \pi : \mathbb{R} \to (0, 1) \), which is an increasing and concave function. They also face some utility cost \( c(x) \) of exerting effort, which is always positive, increasing and convex. Then, the problem during the fertility stage is

\[
v^f_x = \max_x \pi(x) V(a, w, k_0) + [1 - \pi(x)] - c(x)
\]
Using the first order condition from this problem as well as assumptions 1 and 2 from before, it can be shown that $\partial x/\partial w > 0$ and $\partial x/\partial a < 0$. Hence, if we define the expected fertility outcome given optimal effort $x^*$ as
\[
k^*_s(a, w) = \pi(x^*)k_0 + [1 - \pi(x^*)]k_1
\]
we get that
\[
\frac{\partial k^*_s}{\partial w} < 0
\]
\[
\frac{\partial k^*_s}{\partial a} > 0
\]

The optimal policy functions for fertility choice and their relation to both wages and non-labor income are depicted in figures 3 and 4 respectively. In both figures, the deterministic case is shown as a step policy function while the stochastic case is a smooth one.

![Figure 3: Optimal fertility choices with respect to wages](image)

If we consider an economy populated by a continuum of individuals facing the same problem,
stochastic fertility and imperfect control produce a non-degenerate fertility rate (unlike the deterministic case, where the fertility rate is a fixed number): it is an endogenous distribution that depends on incentives and the shape of both $\pi(x)$ and $c(x)$.

As I showed in the previous section, the sign of the wage-fertility relationship is ambiguous if we let labor and non-labor income to be positively correlated (as it is the case within educational groups), since they act as two forces influencing fertility in opposite directions. In the stochastic setting, these forces act in the same way on the optimal contraceptive effort, thus the level of contraceptive failures by skill group cannot be assessed either.

One way of rationalizing the educational fertility gap then, would be to implement a model with heterogeneous preferences for children. However, heterogeneous preferences can not explain higher levels of error in fertility plans by educational group (abortions and unplanned pregnancies). The alternative I propose is to allow for differential effectiveness of birth control effort on fertility outcomes. This approach has been proposed before by Rosenzweig and Schultz (1989) and in the setting below, it also helps in matching the facts on abortion.

---

8See for example, Jones, Schoonbroodt, and Tertilt (2008)
4 A Quantitative Model

The model environment is an economy populated by agents of different gender (males and females) and education level (high and low) who live finite lives and face three types of exogenous and idiosyncratic shocks: to their life (survival shocks), to their household type (marital transition shocks) and to their earnings (shocks to the value of their market rewards). All agents derive utility from consumption and from the presence of children in the household. Agents supply labor inelastically to the market before retirement and every period they decide how much to consume and save for the future; they cannot borrow.

During the first part of their life-cycle, female agents are fertile (can conceive children) and decide on contraceptive efforts period by period. This effort influences imperfectly the probability of conception. Unwanted pregnancies can be aborted; both contraceptive effort and abortions come at a utility cost. After a birth, female agents must spend some time at home rearing their children. Male agents are not affected by this requirement.

State space. Let $z$ be the state space that defines an agent in this economy. Throughout the discussion, I focus on the female’s point of view:

$$z = \{e, e^*, i, k, m, e, e^*, i^*, a\}$$

Asterisks represent values for spouses (when applicable). Age is indexed by $i = \{i_0, ..., I\}$, $k = \{1, 2, ..., K\}$ represents the number of children living in the household (not the same as parity), $m = \{1, 2, 3\}$ is the type of household ($1 = $ single, $2 = $ married, $3 = $ widowed/divorced$^9$), $e \in \{\bar{e}, \bar{\bar{e}}\}$ represents the education type of the agent (low, high), $\epsilon$ is the value of the multiplicative shock to labor earnings and $a$ is the amount of real assets in the household.

For ease of exposition, in some sections of the paper I use the following partition of the state space $\tilde{z} = \{m, e, e^*, \epsilon, e^*, i^*\}$ so that $z = \{i, a, k\} \times \tilde{z}$.

The Life-cycle proper. All agents start life at age $i_0$ (first year of adulthood) being one of two educational types: low ($\bar{e}$) or high ($\bar{\bar{e}}$). This type doesn’t change and can be considered as a decision taken before the events in the model. Agents can also start life as married or single and with or without children.

The maximum lifespan for all agents is of $I$ years. Survival from age $i$ to $i + 1$ is subject to

$^9$Features of widowed vs. divorced households are unified in a single state, since their distinctions in the data are not significant
state dependent mortality risk, i.e., the probability of surviving an additional year depends on the gender and the educational type of the agent. I denote this probability as $\delta_{i,e}$. The probability for males is $\delta_{i,e}^*$. With regard to labor markets, agents work until they reach age $i_r$. The retirement age is common for males and females. Female agents also make fertility decisions from $i_0$ to $i_f$, the last fertile age. This cut-off for the fertile period is common and known to all female agents.

**Fertility and children.** During their fertile years, females choose effort to determine the probability of a pregnancy. I denote this effort as $x \in \mathbb{R}$, which translates into a probability $\pi(x|i,m,e) \in (0, 1)$ of no conception. This stochastic production function of no pregnancies depends on the age of the female agent (to capture biological constraints on women’s reproductive systems), her marital status (since conception opportunities might differ if a mate is present or not) and her education. Evidence of this last point is in Rosenzweig and Schultz (1989), who estimate differential effectiveness rates of contraceptive use by educational attainment. The exertion of this effort comes at a utility cost of $C(x)$.

With complementary probability $(1 - \pi)$, a pregnancy occurs. If the pregnancy falls into the category of "unplanned/unwanted" (i.e., a positive amount of contraceptive effort was exerted), agents have the opportunity of getting an abortion at a utility cost $\kappa_{e}$. This cost depends on the educational level of the agent. If the pregnancy is intended (i.e., $x < 0$) the agent keeps the child and the household increases its size by one.$^{10}$

I make the assumption that children are attached to female agents. I don’t keep track of the age nor the sex of children in the household for reasons of computational burden. Instead, households face a constant hazard rate for the permanence of children in the household. I denote this hazard by $s_k$, which means that on average, children spend $1/s_k$ periods attached to their mothers. Finally, no children can stay in the household after retirement of the mother.

**Marital states.** The transition through different marital status is stochastic and exogenous. The probability of going from $m$ to $m'$ (conditional on both spouses being alive, in case of agents being married) is given by $\Gamma_{i,e}(m'|m)$. I assume that mortality shocks hit the household before marital transition shocks.$^{11}$

**Markets.** Agents can sell their time to a spot market for labor, receiving a fixed price of $w$. They can also save positive amounts of resources, i.e., they can rent assets for the market rate $r$.

---

$^{10}$There is no child mortality risk nor multiple births  
$^{11}$This is important to calculate expectations over future states
Labor endowments. Agents are endowed with state dependent efficiency profiles, $\varepsilon_{i,m,e}$ for females and $\varepsilon_{i^*,m^*,e^*}$ for males. They also face idiosyncratic and persistent multiplicative income shocks ($\epsilon$ and $\epsilon^*$). The processes generating these shocks are also state dependent. Hence, for males of age $i^*$, marital status $m^*$ and education level $e^*$, labor income is given by

$$w\epsilon^*\varepsilon_{i^*,m^*,e^*}$$

Note that $w$ is the market rental rate for efficiency units of labor. On the other hand, if children are present in the household, females need to devote some time taking care of them. These time requirements are reflected in $b(m,k) \in (0,1)$, so that labor income of females/mothers is given by

$$w\epsilon\varepsilon_{i,m,e}(1 - b(m,k))$$

Since I don’t keep track of ages of children in the household, $b(m,k)$ is not time dependent. This simplifying assumption is in contrast of evidence that children require more time and money as they grow old.\textsuperscript{12}

Preferences. Agents in the economy derive utility from per period consumption and the number of kids in the household. Hence, children are treated as durable goods in terms of utility and their characteristics (such as age and sex) are not qualities that enter agents utility function. In this paper I restrict attention to preferences that are separable in consumption and number of children of the form

$$u(c|z) + \gamma g(k)$$

Preferences for consumption depend on the characteristics of the household ($z$), namely, the number of members living under the same roof. This is to capture economies of scale in consumption and the idea that marriage might create consumption habits.\textsuperscript{13}

Since the focus of this paper is on females and fertility, utility of married households is taken to be that of the female member. This could be the result of using unitary theories of the household or theories that allow for intra-household bargaining and the female having all the bargaining power. This assumption is restrictive, but necessary to keep this a feasible exercise.

Agents in this economy don’t have the ability/desire of leaving bequests upon death and don’t

\textsuperscript{12} For example, see Attanasio, Low, and Sánchez-Marcos (2008)
\textsuperscript{13} See Hong and Rios-Rull (2007).
receive utility from their children once they leave the household.

**The Dynamic problem when fertile.** There are three distinct stages in the life-cycle of a female agent: (1) work-fertile stage, (2) work-infertile stage and (3) Retirement. Figure 5 presents the timing of events during the first stage, when females make both fertility and consumption/savings choices.

![Figure 5: Time Line of Events during fertile years](image)

As seen in the figure, agents in this stage transit between subperiod 1, where they make fertility decisions and subperiod 2, where they choose consumption and savings for the future. Before transiting to subperiod 1 again, households face an updating in their stock of children (due to kids leaving their mothers).

The following bellman equation represents the problem of agents during sub-period 2 (once they have made contraceptive effort choices):

\[
V(i, a, k, \tilde{z}) = \max_{c,y} \left[ u(c|z) + \gamma g(k) + \delta_{i,e} \beta E \left[ v_f(i+1, a', k', \tilde{z}'|z) \right] \right] \\
\text{st:} \\
c + y = (1 + r)a + w\epsilon_i \varepsilon_{i,m,e}(1 - b(m,k)) \quad \text{if } m = \{1, 3\} \\
c + y = (1 + r)a + w\epsilon_i \varepsilon_{i,m,e}(1 - b(m,k)) + w\epsilon_i^* \varepsilon_{i^*,m^*,e} \quad \text{if } m = 2, i^* < i_r \\
a' = \Phi(y, z'|z)
\]

Where \(m\) represents current marital status (\(m = 1, 2, 3\) stands for single, married and widowed/divorced respectively). The budget constraint accounts for different states, since married
agents receive extra income from their spouses' labor, but only if the spouse is not retired \((i^* < i_r)\). The \(\Phi\) operator translates the amount of savings into next period assets given marital transitions and future states.\(^{14}\)

Given optimal policies in subperiod 2, females make contraceptive effort choices in subperiod 1. The problem faced by them is:

\[
v_f(i, a, k, \tilde{z}) = \max_x \pi(x|i, m, e) V(i, a, k, \tilde{z})
+ [1 - \pi(x|i, m, e)] \max \left\{ V(i, a, k + 1, \tilde{z}), \quad V(i, a, k, \tilde{z}) - \kappa_e \right\}
- C(x)
\]

The value function at this stage is a convex combination of the continuation values with and without a new pregnancy. In the case of pregnancy (which occurs with probability \((1 - \pi(\cdot))\)), agents have the chance of having an abortion at utility cost \(\kappa_e\). Note that even though there are discrete outcomes following this stage (number of children in the household), the effort function convexifies the problem maintaining smoothness of the value function, which proves useful for solving (3) using standard continuous methods.\(^{15}\)

My approach to model fertility choices differs from those who try to understand choices of specific birth control methods by women.\(^{16}\) The setup above doesn’t distinguish between different contraceptive methods nor their efficacy, but is general and its implementation straightforward.

Moreover, I allow the probability of no conception to be flexible enough so that overall fertility is not only due to failed birth control but also as the result of conscious efforts of females to

\(^{14}\)The particular form of \(\Phi\) is given by:

\[
\Phi(y, z'|z) = \begin{cases} 
y & \text{if } (m' = 2|m = 2) 
y & \text{if } (m' = 1, 3|m = 1, 3) 
y & \text{if } (m' = 3|m = 2) \text{ (widowhood)} 
\chi y & \text{if } (m' = 3|m = 2) \text{ (divorce)} 
y + a^* & \text{if } (m' = 2|m = 1) 
\end{cases}
\]

where \((m', m)\) refers to a transition from \(m\) to \(m'\) next period. For example, when going from \(m = 2\) (married) to \(m = 3\) (through divorce), assets next period are a fraction \(\chi\) of what is saved today, where \(\chi \in (0, 1)\) reflects the partition of assets after a divorce. Note that when going from \(m = 1\) (single) to \(m = 2\) (married), assets next period are given by current savings plus what the prospective spouse brings to the household. This last variable \((a^*)\) is a random variable that depends on the distribution of single agents of the opposite sex in the economy.

\(^{15}\)Details of the numerical solution procedure are in the Appendix.

\(^{16}\)See for example Hotz and Miller (1993) and Rosenzweig and Schultz (1985).
start a family. Specifically, this means that the domain of \( \pi \) is the entire real line (contraceptive effort can be negative, in order to maximize the probability of conception) and the cost function is always positive, increasing away from zero. This general specification allows me to capture biological constraint on human fertility, which play a role in determining the optimal timing of births later in life.

**The dynamic problem after fertile years.** Once agents are past the fertile stage (cannot produce more children), they keep choosing optimal paths for consumption and savings until death. This stage in the life-cycle can also be divided into two: before and after retirement.

Before retirement \((i \leq i_r)\), the problem of the agent is:

\[
V(i, a, k, \tilde{z}) = \max_{c,y} u(c|z) + \gamma g(k) + \delta_{i,e} \beta E \left[ V(i + 1, a', k', \tilde{z}') | z \right]
\]

\[
\text{st : }
\begin{align*}
c + y &= (1 + r)a + w\epsilon_i \varepsilon_{i,m,e}(1 - b(m, k)) & \text{if } m = \{1, 3\} \\
c + y &= (1 + r)a + w\epsilon_i \varepsilon_{i,m,e}(1 - b(m, k)) + w\epsilon_{i}^{*} \varepsilon_{i^{*}, m^{*}, e^{*}} & \text{if } m = 2, i^* < i_r \\
a' &= \Phi(y, z'|z)
\end{align*}
\]

The main difference between this Bellman equation and the one in (6) is that the continuation value is the same function \( V \) and the stock of children can only decrease from period to period.

After retirement, the problem reduces to

\[
V(i, a, 0, \tilde{z}) = \max_{c,y} u(c|z) + \gamma g(k) + \delta_{i,e} \beta E \left[ V(i + 1, a', 0, \tilde{z}') | z \right]
\]

\[
\text{st : }
\begin{align*}
c + y &= (1 + r)a & \text{if } m = \{1, 3\} \\
c + y &= (1 + r)a + w\epsilon_{i}^{*} \varepsilon_{i^{*}, m^{*}, e^{*}} & \text{if } m = 2, i^* < i_r \\
a' &= \Phi(y, z'|z)
\end{align*}
\]

at this stage no children are present in the household \((k = 0 \ \forall i \geq i_r)\) and the only resources available for non-married agents are past savings. On the other hand, if agents are married to working age individuals, they enjoy the extra labor income \( w\epsilon_{i}^{*} \varepsilon_{i^{*}, m^{*}, e^{*}} \).
5 Taking the Model to the Data

The solution of this model is a set of policy functions $x^{\text{opt}}(z|\Theta), y^{\text{opt}}(z|\Theta)$ for contraceptive effort and savings respectively, given the current state $z$ and other parameters, $\Theta$ (including prices). As it’s usual, analytical expressions for the optimal policies are unfeasible, so I approximate them using numerical solutions to an empirical model with the following quantitative features.

**Demographics and life-cycle.** All agents start life at age 18 and cannot live longer than 95 years. Retirement is at 65 and the last fertile age is 40. A model period is one year when $i \in \{18, ..., 40\}$, 5 years when $i \in \{40+1, ..., 65\}$ and 10 years when $i \in \{65+1, ..., 95\}$.

Age specific mortality rates are taken from the National Center for Health Statistics and adjusted for educational attainment, as in Hong (2006).

I divide educational or skill types into those with at most a high school diploma or GED, and those with some post secondary education (college, community college, vocational school, etc.). To calculate the proportion of these types, I use the Current Population Survey (CPS) between 1990 and 1995. The proportion of high school individuals is around 40%. The majority of agents start life as single and childless, but I allow some of them to be married and have children. The proportion of married 18 year old females in the CPS is around 93% and females with kids is around 9%. When performing simulations of the model, I distribute women uniformly according to these statistics to determine their initial state.

Since non-married females can always find a (new) partner in the model, I need information on who they’d marry. Also from the CPS, I compute the proportion of couples by age and educational attainment of the partners, the age distribution of male partners for married females and the relative asset position of both non-married males and non-married females.

Given this information, I construct education-specific grids with probabilities of marrying someone of characteristics given by $\{e^*, i^*, a^*\}$ (education, age and assets of prospective husbands). Since I’m not computing equilibrium, this procedure doesn’t check for internal consistency of measures of agents (as in Hong and Rios-Rull (2007), where all these probabilities are endogenous objects).

Transitions between marital states come from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) for the years 1990-1995. I follow all heads of household older than 18 years old (inclusive) and

---

17I do this to reduce the state space of the model. For details, see the Appendix.

18Given the mapping from model periods to actual years, all age specific variables used in the computation are recalculated, depending on the stage of model life-cycle. Details in the Appendix.

19My proxy for individual assets is the sum of interest, dividend and rent income as defined in the March supplements of the CPS.
compute annual age and education specific transition probabilities between three states: single, married and divorced/widowed.\textsuperscript{20} Given variable specification in the PSID, married couples include cohabitating couples.

**Preferences.** I use an additively separable specification for instantaneous, per period utility: 
\[ u(c|z) + \gamma g(k). \]

The marginal utility from consumption depends on the size of a household:
\[ u(c|z) \equiv \tilde{u} \left( \frac{c}{1 + \mathbf{1}_{\{m=2\}} \phi_m + \mathbf{1}_{\{k>0\}} k \phi_k} \right) \quad (7) \]

Where \( \mathbf{1}_{\{\text{cond}\}} \) is the indicator function that takes a value of one when "cond" is true and zero otherwise; \( \phi_m \) and \( \phi_k \) are equivalence scales which discount consumption in married households and households with children respectively. If \( \phi_m, \phi_k < 1 \), economies of scale in consumption exist in the household: expenditures to maintain the level of per capita utility constant, grow proportionally less than the number of household members.

The specific functional forms for \( \tilde{u} \) and \( g \) are given by
\[ \tilde{u}(c) = \frac{c^{1-\eta_c} - 1}{1 - \eta_c} \quad g(k) = \frac{(1+k)^{1-\eta_k} - 1}{1 - \eta_k} \quad (8) \]

**Fertility.** I use the following function for \( \pi \) (the probability of NO conception, given effort \( x \)):
\[ \pi(x|i,m,e) = \begin{cases} 
\pi^+(x|i,m,e) & \text{if } x > 0 \\
\pi^-(x|i,m,e) & \text{if } x < 0
\end{cases} \quad (9) \]

where
\[ \pi^+(x|i,m,e) = \frac{\exp\{x\}}{\exp\{x\} + \varphi^+_{i,m,e} \exp\{-x\}} \]

and
\[ \pi^-(x|i,m,e) = \frac{\exp\{x\}}{\exp\{x\} + \varphi^-_{i,m,e} \exp\{-x\}} \]

In general, \( \pi \) is a modified logistic function with \( \varphi \) as a shift parameter. Regalia and Ríos-Rull (2001) use a similar framework to study fertility choice in an equilibrium model. Note that the

\textsuperscript{20}Some transitions are theoretically zero (for example, from single to widowed/divorced or from married to single,) and others are complement to each other.
higher $\varphi^{+}_{i,m,e}$, the higher the probability of a pregnancy when effort ($x$) is positive (females trying to avoid fertility), which means that I can parameterize higher difficulty in controlling fertility by increasing $\varphi^{+}_{i,m,e}$. However, if women are trying to get pregnant (negative $x$), parameterizing $\pi$ through the same $\varphi^{+}_{i,m,e}$ would not be realistic, since it would mean that ability in using contraceptive methods is negatively correlated with the ability of conception when it is desired. Hence, I use a different shifters, $\varphi^{-}$ for this case. Note that contraceptive ability $\varphi^{+}_{i,m,e}$ depends on age, marital status and education and its parameterization is given by

$$\varphi^{+}_{i,m,e} = \tilde{\varphi}^{+}_{i,m} + 1_{\{e=2\}}\varphi_i$$

While ability in using contraceptive technology might depend on marital status and education, the technology of procuring a pregnancy depends mostly on biological constraints. This is represented by $\varphi^{-}_i$ depending only on age.

I reduce the number of parameters by assuming that the fertility control technology for singles is the same than for divorced/widowed agents ($\tilde{\varphi}_{i,1}^{+} = \tilde{\varphi}_{i,3}^{+}$) and that $\varphi_i$ decreases deterministically with age. Hence, I need only to set the first element in the series ($\varphi_{i_{0}}$) and $\Delta$, the rate at which it decreases.\footnote{Given those two parameters}

On the other hand, I parameterize the utility cost of exerting contraceptive effort as

$$C(x) = \frac{x^2}{2}\xi$$

This cost function is symmetric around zero, so I use it for both sides of the fertility problem: when females want to prevent or are seeking a pregnancy. This is not restrictive, given the asymmetric structure of $\pi$.

**Earnings and Labor Supply.** Endowments of labor efficiency profiles come from the CPS (years 1990-1995). I calculate annual labor earnings for the two educational groups (high school and college), by age and marital status. As in Hong and Rios-Rull (2007) and Hong (2006), I use annual earnings since they capture differences in the intensive margin of earnings by sex and marital status better than hourly earnings. To account for inflation, I adjust nominal values by the GDP deflator for the year 2000.

\footnote{Given those two parameters}

$$\varphi_i = \begin{cases} 
\varphi_{i_{0}} & \text{if } i = i_{0} \\
\varphi_{i-1} - \varphi_{i_{0}}/\Delta & \text{if } i \in \{i_{0} + 1, \ldots, i_f\}
\end{cases}$$
I restrict attention to childless females throughout the sample period. For males, I don’t make that distinction, since the change in income due to the presence of own children in the household is not significant.

I attribute the time cost of child-rearing $b(m, k)$ to annual labor income differentials of females in fertile age (18 to 40) by number of children. This is different than accounting for hours worked by number of children in the household; it stands alternatively for different ways in which a child might change earnings ability of the mother (e.g., getting a job with more flexible schedule but lower pay, getting a job with lower pay but closer to home, not getting tenured at an academic job or not being made partner at the firm, etc.) other than through hours worked per week. The computed values are in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Children</th>
<th>$b(m = {1, 3}, k)$</th>
<th>$b(m = 2, k)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>16.9%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>41.0%</td>
<td>52.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>61.3%</td>
<td>63.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5+</td>
<td>81.2%</td>
<td>72.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Time cost of Children (in terms of full time work), CPS 1990-1995.

As seen from the table, time cost of children (or time away from the best paid market alternative) is increasing in the number of children present in the household. Note also that the cost increases faster in the number of kids for married women than for single ones.

For earnings shocks, I use an AR(1) specification

$$\epsilon_e' = \rho_e \epsilon_e + \mu_e'$$

(10)

where $\mu_e \sim N(0, \sigma_e)$. These shocks are gender and education specific. I take values of $\rho_e, \sigma_e$ (for $e = \{e, \bar{e}\}$) from Hong (2006), who uses the PSID between 1986-1992 to compute maximum likelihood estimates. As is common, I discretize both continuous processes using the method proposed by Tauchen (1986).
6 Estimation

Given the partial equilibrium nature of the exercise, I set several model parameters exogenously. First, the rental price of efficiency units of labor \( w \) is normalized to 1. I set the interest rate to equal the average of the 1-year Treasury Bill Rate (monthly auction averages).\(^{22}\) I let the discount factor \( \beta \) to be \( 1/(1+r) \). For equivalence scales, I use \( \phi_m = 0.7 \) and \( \phi_k = 0.5 \) (i.e., the OECD values).

The rest of the model parameters are determined jointly, by minimizing the square residuals between data and model moments. The procedure is standard in the literature: (i) select which data targets to use (ii) guess values for model parameters (iii) solve the model and calculate optimal policies (iv) simulate life-cycles for a large number of individuals and compute model equivalents to the data targets (vi) calculate the error of the iteration (the sum of square values of the difference between every data and model moment) (vii) if the error is less than a pre-specified tolerance, exit; if not, update parameters according to some predefined rule and repeat from step (iii) until convergence.

The list of moments is as follows:

- Age profile of pregnancy rates for non-married females by education\(^{23}\): 46 moments = 23 ages \( \times \) 2 education levels
- Age profile of pregnancy rates for married females by education: 46 moments = 23 ages \( \times \) 2 education levels
- Age profile of abortion rates by education: 46 moments = 23 ages \( \times \) 2 education levels
- Age profile of unplanned pregnancy rates by education: 46 moments = 23 ages \( \times \) 2 education levels

In total, there are 184 moments to match. On the other hand, the model has 77 parameters to be determined through the estimation routine:

- curvature in the utility of consumption \( \eta_c \) (1)
- curvature in the utility of children \( \eta_k \) (1)
- multiplicative parameter in utility of children \( \gamma \) (1)

\(^{22}\)Series id TB1YA, on the St. Louis Fed Economic Data webpage.

\(^{23}\)Note that I merge the statistics for both single and widowed/divorced females.
• utility cost of an abortion $\kappa_e$ (2)
• utility cost of contraceptive effort $\xi$ (1)
• contraceptive ability parameter $\bar{\varphi}_{i,m}$ (46 parameters = 23 ages $\times$ 2 marital states)
• conception ability parameter $\phi_i^-$ (23)
• contraceptive ability shifter for low skill/education group $\bar{\varphi}_i$ (2 parameters: $\varphi_{i0}$ and $\Delta$)

Solution to the model is by backwards recursion. In the last period of life there is no continuation value (I assume no bequests motives nor life insurance) hence optimal policies and value functions can be calculated recursively from the next to last period. Details of the procedure are in the Appendix.

7 Results and Experiments

The estimated parameters are in table 2 and figure 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_c$</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_k$</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa_{HC}$</td>
<td>3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa_{College}$</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\xi$</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{\varphi}_{i0}$</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta$</td>
<td>13.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Model Parameters

The estimated curvature in the utility of consumption ($\eta_c$) equals 1.8, which is in line with the rest of the literature (the usual number lays between 1.5 and 2). Preferences are close to being homothetic: the value of $\eta_k$ is close to $\eta_c$. Overall, this means that consumption and children enter as complements in the utility function.

The utility cost of an abortion is around two and a half times higher for high school individuals than for college individuals, while on average, high school females have 24% more chances of
Figure 6: Estimated parameters for contraceptive (Singles $\tilde{\varphi}_{i,1}$ and Married $\tilde{\varphi}_{i,2}$) and conception ($\phi_i$) technology.

Having an unwanted pregnancy than their college counterparts.\footnote{The calculation of this percentage comes from computing the age profile $\varphi_i$ from $\varphi_{i,1} = 0.67$ and $\Delta = 13.51$. The approximated probability of an unwanted pregnancy (when exerting a very low amount of effort) for every age is given by $\frac{\varphi_i}{1 + \varphi_i}$. The average for all ages is 23.53\%}

Figure 6 shows the parameters that describe fertility technology and restrictions during the life-cycle. All profiles are, for the most part, decreasing in age which is a reflection on the decreasing chances of conception late in the fertile age. Contraceptive parameters for married individuals are higher than for single ones, which means that birth control is easier when there is no steady partner of the opposite sex in the household.

Figures 7 to 9 show how the model performs at replicating the data.

Overall, the model does a good job of replicating the stylized facts with respect to the number and timing of births across educational groups. While unwantedness rates are slightly overpredicted, both simulated abortion and fertility rates follow closely their data counterparts.

Next, I present quantitative experiments that show which forces are more relevant in replicating the facts from the data. In these exercises, I fix the fertility profile for the high education group (college) and ask which differences between that group and the high school group can account for the different life-cycle fertility profiles (differential marriage markets, labor markets or fertility...
Figure 7: Age specific fertility rates: Data and Model

Figure 8: Abortion rates: Data and Model
Figure 9: Abortion rates: Data and Model

Panel 10(a) divides the first exercise into the cases when there is no additional fertility risk for the high school group ($\phi_i = 0, \forall i$) and when the utility cost of an abortion for the high school group is equal to the one for the college group. Notice that when the high school group is not facing additional contraceptive failure risk, its fertility profile falls dramatically: the total fertility rate in this case is 1.33, below the baseline for the college group (1.49). However, access to the same abortion cost has the most effect on fertility rates for this group: TFR drops to 1.02. Although both scenarios end up with lower fertility rates for the high school group, the way in which fertility is influenced is different. In the first case (no additional fertility risk), births decrease because of lower contraceptive failure risk. Hence, both the abortion and unplanned pregnancy rates fall below the baseline. In the second case (lower abortion costs), both abortion and unplanned pregnancy rates increase, a sign that individuals switch from ex-ante to ex-post

Figure 10 shows the comparison between the baseline model and two different scenarios: in panel 10(a) I show age specific fertility rates for the high school group when fertility control technology is the same as the college group; panel 10(b) shows what happens when the high school group faces the same prospects as their college counterparts in the labor and marriage markets.
These results show that fertility risk is the main determinant of different fertility rates across educational groups. The fact that these rates fall below levels in the college group when birth control technologies are the same, shows that in this life-cycle framework, better labor and marriage market prospects have strong income effects on the demand for children and not much substitution effects, as would be dictated by standard fertility theories.

This effect is seen more clearly in panel 10(b), where I show outcomes when the high school group faces the same labor and marriage market prospects as the college group. Equating labor markets across educational groups implies equating both the age profile of labor endowments as well as the process for idiosyncratic earnings shocks. For the marriage market case, I equate marital transition probabilities and probabilities of getting married to college males.

In both cases, age specific fertility rates for the high school group increase with respect to the baseline and the effect is greater for when labor market is equalized across groups. This seems to contradict the theory, since higher wages mean higher opportunity costs of having children, hence lower incentives for childbearing. However, this ignores the fact that higher wages also imply higher opportunities to save and accumulate assets, which provide positive incentives to having children.
The way in which wage profiles for the two educational groups affect incentives for childbearing is related to the interest rate in the economy and the growth rate of those profiles. While wages for the high school group are relatively flat during the life-cycle, those for the college group show a significant positive slope during fertile years. Table 3 shows fertility, abortion and unplanned pregnancy rates for simulations of the model with different interest rates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>r = 0.1%</th>
<th>r = 4.66%*</th>
<th>r = 10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TFR high school</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFR college</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unplanned pregnancies hs (per 1k women)</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>94.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unplanned pregnancies college (per 1k women)</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>40.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abortion rate hs (per 1k women)</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abortion rate college (per 1k women)</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* baseline

Table 3: Total fertility rates under different interest rates

An interesting feature arises from the table. While fertility of the college group reacts positively to increases in \( r \), the effect in the high school group is negative and almost negligible. This duality in outcomes is due to the different age profiles for wages. When interest rates are above the benchmark\(^{25}\) (where \( \beta = 1/(1 + r) \)), optimal consumption plans are tilted towards future consumption. The college group faces an increasing profile, so they receive a marginal incentive to increase their fertility: the consumption cost of having children now is more than compensated by higher consumption later in life (when wages are high) and by the complementarity of consumption and children in preferences. On the other hand, profiles for high school individuals do not grow significantly, so the incentives for additional births are not present. Note that for both groups, abortion rates increase while unplanned births decrease with increases in the interest rate. This points out that the effect of interest rates on fertility comes mostly from the controlled part: individuals seeking more births instead of avoiding more unwanted births.

\(^{25}\) Obviously, the analogous opposite effect happens when interest rates are below the benchmark.
8 Conclusion

In this paper I study life-cycle fertility in the U.S., focusing on birth profile differences across educational groups (high school and college). To understand the facts on timing and number of births during the life-cycle, I develop a structural model where agents transit through different marital states, face idiosyncratic survival and earnings risk and capital markets are incomplete (individuals cannot borrow against their future earnings). In this setting, I embed a standard fertility model (the "time allocation of mothers" variety) and add the assumption of imperfect control of individuals over fertility outcomes. From the analysis, I conclude that differential fertility risk (in the form of ability to control fertility plans) across education groups is the main determinant of differences in timing and levels of fertility, while differences in marriage/labor markets play minor roles. This shows that standard fertility theories, which rely solely on substitution effects to produce negative skill-fertility relationships, cannot account for life-cycle nor cross sectional facts.
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9 Appendix

9.1 Proofs

Proof of Lemma 3.1. Define the value of not increasing family size

\[ \Delta V(a, w, k_0) \equiv V(a, w, k_0) - V(a, w, k_1) \]

existence of \( w^* \) comes from continuity of the log function and the use of the intermediate value theorem. First,

\[
\lim_{w \to 0} \Delta V = \log \left\{ \frac{a + w(1 - b(k_0))}{a + w(1 - b(k_1))} \right\} + \gamma \log \left\{ \frac{k_0}{k_1} \right\}
= 0 + \gamma \log \left\{ \frac{k_0}{k_1} \right\}
< 0
\]

On the other hand, \( \lim_{w \to \infty} \Delta V > 0 \), by assumption 1. Hence, there must exist at least one wage such that \( \Delta V = 0 \). For uniqueness, we require \( \frac{\partial \Delta V}{\partial w} \geq 0 \), which comes from using assumption 2.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. This proof is analogous to the previous one. First, note that \( \lim_{a \to 0} \Delta V = \log(k_0/k_1) < 0 \). On the other hand, \( \lim_{a \to \infty} \Delta V > 0 \) by assumption 1, so applying the same logic as above, \( a^* \) exists. For uniqueness, we have that

\[
\frac{\partial \Delta V}{\partial a} = \frac{1}{a + w(1 - b(k_0))} - \frac{1}{a + w(1 - b(k_1))}
\]

which is strictly negative, because \( b(k) \) is increasing.
9.2 Data

Figure 11 shows the profiles for labor endowments, computed from march supplements of the Current Population Survey (years 1990 to 1995). In the figure I show annual earnings for females, between ages 18 to 65, corrected for inflation using the GDP deflator for the year 2000. These profiles are smoothed using a 5th order polynomial.

![Figure 11: Labor Endowments by educational group](image)

To characterize the labor market, I also use gender and education specific idiosyncratic labor shocks. These shocks come from estimates from Hong (2006), who uses labor earnings data from the PSID to calculate the unobserved component of annual labor earnings. I use a standard discretization of the continuous AR(1) described in the paper. I choose to discretize the four processes (2 education groups and 2 genders) by a 3 state markov system. The standard in the literature is to use at least 5 states, but computational burden prevents me from using a more detailed shock structure. However, results in the paper don't rely in the dimensionality of these shocks.

Also from the CPS, I calculate the proportion of females (by education) married to college educated males (irrespective of presence of children in the household), in order to measure positive assortative matching in the marriage market. As seen in figure 12, marriage indeed shows the positive assortative matching property.

I compute yearly survival probabilities by educational group using the information in Hong (2006). I interpolate his 5 year values and smooth the resulting series with a second order polynomial. The resulting probabilities for female individuals are in figure 13.
To calculate transitions through marital states, I use the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) for the years 1990 through 1995. I use heads of household and wives (as defined in the PSID) to compute the following probabilities, by education and age: probability of remaining single, the probability of remaining married and the probability of getting married conditional on being divorced/widowed. Given these three probabilities, I can span all transitions (e.g., some probabilities are zero by definition and others are just complements). I extrapolate these probabilities when necessary since the PSID doesn’t have many observations for young/old heads of household. Given the short span of my chosen sample, individuals contribute at most 5 observations/years, making these probabilities a cross-section description of marital transitions during the mid 1990s in the U.S. Figure 14 shows these transitions.

I assume simple age and asset distribution of prospective male partners. For ages I consider only 3 possible alternatives: same age, one year older and two years older \( (i^* = \{i, i + 1, i + 2\}) \), each occurring with probabilities \( P(i^* = i) = 0.4 \), \( P(i^* = i + 1) = 0.41 \) and \( P(i^* = i + 2) = 0.19 \).
Figure 14: Transition probabilities for marital states
which come from CPS data. Age of partners is important since they determine the extra income for the household in terms of partner’s labor earnings and the probability of death (hence, transitioning to widowhood status). Since the profiles for both characteristics are smoothed, the tradeoff between accuracy and simplicity of the solution by assuming such a narrow age distribution is less.

For assets, I calculate from CPS data the average annual non-labor income (dividends, interests and rents) for both single males and females. Single males have on average 20% higher non-labor income than single females. Hence, I create a simple three point distribution for assets of prospective partners $a^* = \{1.1a, 1.2a, 1.3a\}$, centered around the fact that on average $a^*/a = 1.2$. This simple distribution is uniform (equal probabilities for each point). Changing this distribution doesn’t alter any of the qualitative results from the exercise.
9.3 Computational details

To solve the model, I use a Chebyshev regression (as described in Judd (1998) and Heer and Mauner (2004)) to approximate the optimal policies for savings and contraceptive effort and the value function along the asset space (the only continuous state variable in the model). My approximation is described by 7 collocation points and the use of a Chebyshev polynomial of degree 5. Increasing both the number of collocation points and/or the order of the polynomial doesn’t improve the quality of the approximation significantly.

A note on the non-standard mapping between model periods and years: I adopt this procedure to save on computational time. A similar feature is present in Keane and Wolpin (2006). In my model, \( i_f = 40 \) (last fertile age), \( i_r = 45 \) (stands for a retirement age of 65 years) and \( I = 48 \) (represents the age of 95, the last period of life).

I assume that an individual aged \( i \in \{i_f + 1, \ldots, i_r\} \) experiences one model period as the average of 5 real years; when \( i \in \{i_r + 1, \ldots, I\} \), the experience is that of 10 averaged years. The external data used (and described in the previous section) is treated accordingly depending on the age of the individual: earnings, survival and transition probabilities, etc., are averaged in groups of 5 or 10 years accordingly.